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Gingerlilly Sleepwear has
added the adorable new Riley
pyjama set to the range of babies
sleepwear, which features a happy
hippo appliqué on the chest
and press studs at the shoulder.
Available in a pale blue and white
stripe, Riley pyjamas come in an
upholstered matching keepsake
box. Three sizes are available
for babies aged from three to
18 months and Riley sleepwear
wholesales for $22.50.

Contact Gingerlilly Sleepwear,
ph: (03) 9329 2233, email:
gingerlilly@gingerlilly.com.au
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Villa Mondo has come up with
an ideal solution for helping
young children and babies locate
their dummies during the night. By
attaching dummies to the Cuddle
my Dummy toy, little ones can
easily locate their dummies by
themselves by simply reaching out
to the soft toy. Cuddle my Dummy
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toys are available in pink or blue in
a counter display unit of 12, which
wholesales for $110.85.

Contact Villa Mondo, ph:
1300 555 150, email:
sales@villamondo.com
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Part of Whitehill & Co’s
collection of silverware,
the toy train features specially
designed carriages to store a
baby’s first tooth, first curl or
lock of hair. The silver-plated
train also doubles as a moneybox
and includes a driver’s carriage
designed for penny saving. It
wholesales for $54.52.

Contact Whitehill & Co,
ph: (03) 9381 2777, email:
sales@whitehill.com.au
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Annabel Trends is
reinterpreting the traditional
blanket with the company’s
introduction of pom pom throws.

Available in a wide variety of more
than 10 bright and pastel colours,
each throw is edged with pom
poms, giving them a lively and
flamboyant appeal. Throws can be
used anywhere in the domestic
sphere and are an ideal addition to
nurseries. They wholesale for $30.

Contact Annabel Trends,
ph: (07) 5593 4755, email:
sally@annabeltrends.com
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C A Australia has released a
range of cuddly koalas, which
make an ideal gift for youngsters
from Australia and abroad. The
plush koala mother and baby toy
measures 22cm in height and
is part of the company’s Dinky
Di range, which features an
assortment of cuddly creatures. It
wholesales for $6.80.

Contact C A Australia, ph:
(02) 9938 5011, email:
thetoys@caaustralia.com.au
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Belly Art has the solution for
recording children’s precious
foot and hand prints without
messy ink. Parents simply wipe
children’s feet or hands with an
inkless wipe and press them onto
certificate paper. Inkless Print Kits
contain four certificate papers and
one inkless wipe in a metal tin,
and wholesale for $11.36. Inkless
Print Frame Kits contain three
certificate papers, one inkless
wipe, come with black, pink or blue
frames and wholesale for $15.80.

Contact Belly Art, ph:
(03) 9509 4060, email:
nikki@bellyart.com.au

